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Ogunte | Impact Women Stories

We believe in social impact made by women...We believe in social impact made by women...

In uential, skilled and connected women with bold solutions to social and environmental issues can
create sustainable opportunities to make the world a better place. They are also more likely to be
listened to and valued as civic, political and economic contributors.

... and a strong support ecosystem... and a strong support ecosystem

We believe that a stronger ecosystem of advisors, supporters and nance providers, that operates with
a conscious gender-lens, can contribute to grow women social entrepreneurs.

With a team of highly quali ed consultants, Ogunte CIC delivers a suite of customised products and
services tailored to the challenges and business needs of the professionals working in the women
social entrepreneurs’ ecosystem. Ogunte o ers development opportunities through coaching, system
design & prototyping experiences, as well as technical assistance to women social entrepreneurs and
organisations who aspire to have a positive impact on women and girls.

In this e-book, we introduce you to a few women in social enterprises who share their stories, their
obstacles, their learning. Find all the other interviews on our website.

If you are a woman and you run a social business, we also want to hear from you! 
Pin your social enterprise on map.ogunte.com.

Servane Mouazan
Managing Director Ogunte CIC

Want to contact us ?Want to contact us ?

Ogunte is a Community Interest Company and a certified  B Corp , registered in England and Wales nr: 06389473

Write to 30 Parkhurst Road, London N17 9RA - United Kingdom
e: hello@ogunte.com 
m: +447932982379
w: www.ogunte.com
f: www.facebook.com/ogunte
t: @ogunte

Ogunte | For Impact Women
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Poonam Bir Kasturi | Daily Dump

Poonam Bir Kasturi founded Poonam Bir Kasturi founded Daily DumpDaily Dump, an , an innovativeinnovative
composter business based in India that is transformingcomposter business based in India that is transforming
attitudes towards waste, and engaging city-dwellers with theirattitudes towards waste, and engaging city-dwellers with their
natural surroundings.natural surroundings.

The Problem:The Problem:
According to government estimates, homes generate 75% of all organic waste
produced in urban India. Daily Dump aims to manage this waste right where it is
generated – within families. Daily Dump, has brought together design thinking,
traditional pottery and the science of composting to develop more than 50
aesthetic products and services that enable urban Indians to compost their waste
at home and be part of the solution to the country’s waste management problem.
Daily Dump see organic waste as a valuable resource that can reconnect human
beings to the planet.
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Poonam Bir Kasturi | Daily Dump

Ogunte: What kind of a leader are you, Poonam, and how have you grownOgunte: What kind of a leader are you, Poonam, and how have you grown
over your journey as an entrepreneur?over your journey as an entrepreneur?

Poonam:Poonam: I am a slow learner so I think my leadership style is still evolving. I prefer
not to lead, I prefer to do. I am told that often does not qualify as leadership. So I
ask myself: am I a leader at all or just a reluctant entrepreneur?

I am driven by my interest in unravelling something, and asking questions on why
some things work and some do not. I’ve found that over the years
what matters to me is seeing through the noise and keeping a clearwhat matters to me is seeing through the noise and keeping a clear
perspective on what value I can possibly add.perspective on what value I can possibly add.

If anything, I have grown to be a more private person with a deeper appreciation
of the natural world because of my daily work with "waste" and compost.

Daily Dump believes in decentralising organic waste management decentralising organic waste management
structures so that everyone has a responsibility to reduce waste instructures so that everyone has a responsibility to reduce waste in
their community.their community.

Ogunte: What are the biggest obstacles you face at Daily Dump? HaveOgunte: What are the biggest obstacles you face at Daily Dump? Have
they changed since you first started the business?they changed since you first started the business?

Poonam:Poonam: The biggest obstacle when I began was the lack of perceived value of
work in the urban waste sector. Often people were confused. In their minds, this
kind of work was done by the non-profitnon-profit  sector - so why are the products and
services so expensive?

Eleven years on, we have now seen some change. Since ‘cleaning up India’ has
become mainstream, we have more and more players in the market, and it is
almost fashionable to be working in the waste sector!
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Poonam Bir Kasturi | Daily Dump

Ogunte: How do you measure your impact, and what has been yourOgunte: How do you measure your impact, and what has been your
proudest moment so far at Daily Dump?  proudest moment so far at Daily Dump?  

Poonam:Poonam: I would like to think that our biggest impact is the most invisible: that
composting is seen as actionable by individuals, and not something to be
abdicated to the government. Because of our e orts to make the ‘waste as
resource’ story fun, light and easy to do, the shift from the centralised to the
decentralised model is now the norm.

Our proudest moments are when customers tell us that our products make them
feel ful lled and proud. We feel happy to see kids touching maggots, and our
potters proudly declaring they make products that reduce the mess on the streets.

Ogunte: What are three key pointers to keep in mind when trying to makeOgunte: What are three key pointers to keep in mind when trying to make
your social business more visible and engaging?your social business more visible and engaging?

Poonam:Poonam:

1. Think about what people really want done.
2. Keep it simple.
3. Don’t do something just because everyone else is doing it.

Ogunte
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Poonam Bir Kasturi | Daily Dump

About not fitting in, growing confidence and not giving adviceAbout not fitting in, growing confidence and not giving advice
Ogunte: Have you ever felt  isolated on your journey as a socialOgunte: Have you ever felt  isolated on your journey as a social
entrepreneur? If so, how did you break out of that and reconnect? entrepreneur? If so, how did you break out of that and reconnect? 

Poonam:Poonam: I have never ‘ tted in’. I like my autonomy too much. I remind myself. I remind myself
that there is more to life than we think we knowthat there is more to life than we think we know - this is what keeps me
grounded and connected to what is.

Ogunte: Which areas of the business world did you nd hardest to beOgunte: Which areas of the business world did you nd hardest to be
confident in? confident in? 

Poonam: Poonam: I feel least con dent when I have to convince someone that an idea
that is not totally de ned is actually something worth pursuing. . I feel fearI feel fear
myself when this nebulous idea takes shape in my head.myself when this nebulous idea takes shape in my head. But I nd that if I
work on it one step at a time - it unfolds and takes on a life of its own, and then it
becomes something I can be confident in.

Ogunte: What advice would you give to someone who wants to contributeOgunte: What advice would you give to someone who wants to contribute
to change the world but is scared to take the risk? to change the world but is scared to take the risk? 

PoonamPoonam: I would really not want to give advice, please. I would be happy to have a
cup of tea and listen to that person talk. Some cake with the tea will be nice.

Ogunte: If  you could travel back in time to when you rst decided to startOgunte: If  you could travel back in time to when you rst decided to start
a business, and talk to yourself for 5 minutes, what would you say?a business, and talk to yourself for 5 minutes, what would you say?

PoonamPoonam: ‘First, get better at networking - you have no idea how important that is
in this world if you want to scale.

Second, you need to get t if you want to be an entrepreneur, so no more fried
poories for breakfast!’

Ogunte
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Poonam Bir Kasturi | Daily Dump

Ogunte: What major new challenges do you anticipate in the next tenOgunte: What major new challenges do you anticipate in the next ten
years and what skills do you need to develop now to face them? years and what skills do you need to develop now to face them? 

PoonamPoonam: The major challenge I anticipate is actually in transition already. I would
like to build a team now who can take over in the next four years. I need to
develop the skills of managing di erent life needs: older parents to take care of,
home, and the building of the second line of command.

Poonam was honoured as India’s 2015 Social Entrepreneurs of the Year - World
Economic Forum.

Visit theVisit the  Daily DumpDaily Dump website. website.
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Flavia Amadeu

Flavia Amadeu is a Brazilian designer and social entrepreneurFlavia Amadeu is a Brazilian designer and social entrepreneur
who supports small producers and artisans in remotewho supports small producers and artisans in remote
communities. They are making a living from the sustainablecommunities. They are making a living from the sustainable
use of local resources, use of local resources, mainly natural rubbermainly natural rubber..
Her company FLAVIA AMADEU is dedicated to empower people, mainly women,
and to contribute to the preservation of the natural environment and culture
using design and entrepreneurship skills as key tools.

A free spirit, a traveller and a dreamer, Flavia loves to live and to turn imagination
into reality, through an ethical design process. Flavia also holds a PhD in Design
and Sustainability.

Ogunte: What is it  that you are doing differently, Flavia?Ogunte: What is it  that you are doing differently, Flavia?

Flavia AmadeuFlavia Amadeu: I care about building relationships with the producers and
people across the production chain. It is all about continuity, feasibility and trust.
Some of the most common challenges of working with producers in remote
communities are logistics and communication. In the case of the Amazon
rainforest, this is extreme. Building trustful relationships throughout the network is
one of the most important ways of overcoming these challenges.

Ogunte
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Flavia Amadeu

After many years, I can count on the support of many people, private and public
institutions – such as NGOs, local government, universities and producers’
cooperatives among others who support logistics, quality control and
communications. This network has allowed me to develop my work.

By combining the relationships from inside and outside the rainforest, a
trustworthy network has enabled the continuity of my work and i have been able
to see transformation. I have observed children turning into adults and getting
involved with the rubber production. It is really satisfying to witness, as there is
concern about the lack of interest of the younger generation towards their local
production – due to economic issues involving older types of rubber, for example.
I have seen women getting involved in the production chain with enthusiasm and
sharing their knowledge of rubber handcrafts that I have introduced to them.

I have worked with the artisan and rubber tapper José de Araújo, the “Master of
Rubber” who developed rubber shoes with the same rubber. I collaborated with
him as part of my eld research and we have never stopped collaborating, even
when I was in London. We were always in touch, and I could see him growing and
developing quickly, leaving a situation of poverty and illiteracy to buy land to
protect in the Amazon rainforest. I saw him teaching and employing other people,
and somehow I know I was a part of this process, as an adviser, a collaborator and
a friend. Back in Brazil, I’ve spent days with him and his family. We have developed
three new shoe models.
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Flavia Amadeu

That is a “growing together” process”. And ultimately, It is all about love for the
rainforest!”

Ogunte: How do women participate in this production? What do you learnOgunte: How do women participate in this production? What do you learn
from themfrom them?

Flavia Amadeu: Flavia Amadeu: In my experience, women are enthusiasts about manufacturing
rubber and rubber artefacts. They see the possibility of income generation. This
interest was shown by preparing a little exhibition featuring their handcrafts for
the visit of actress and top model Lily Cole, who was the ambassador of the Sky
Rainforest campaign in 2012. Nowadays, these women continue producing their
handcrafts, but are still excited to further develop their skills and generate income
from them.

Recently I received the support from professionals of UN Women to write a project
in continuation of this initiative. In addition to handcrafts, we aim to develop
entrepreneurial skills, raise awareness of women’s human rights and gender
equality. We intend it to be a proper empowerment process for ve more rubber-
tapping communities. An important point is the monitoring and evaluation of
social impacts for the local women (from 16 to 45). This is one of my dreams at the
moment, for which I am raising funds.

Ogunte: What are some questions people never ask you, you wished theyOgunte: What are some questions people never ask you, you wished they
diddid

People become curious when they learn about the stories behind the products.
They usually ask if I go there, how is it and say “wow”.

The questions people do not ask are about the challenges of my journey and the
direct impacts the production of the rubber has on the rainforest.
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Flavia Amadeu

Although I have been working with rubber tapping communities for many years, it
is a whole learning process with many ups and downs. One of the milestones of
this year was a contract with producers from Acre. On one hand, it ensures the
continued supply for my company and on the other hand, the producers know
they will keep gaining an income from the rubber. This is really good for both
sides, as it results in the sustainability of the entrepreneurship as a whole being
feasible.

Means to generating income from non-wood resources from the rainforest is so
important to the preservation of not just the natural environment, but also to
preserve a deep knowledge about the fauna and ora, as well as the cultures –
and that is about supporting local livelihoods. There is still harmonic
interdependence in the rainforest and the wild rubber has a fundamental role on
this.
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Flavia Amadeu

OgunteOgunte : How is your eagerness to be involved as a social entrepreneurHow is your eagerness to be involved as a social entrepreneur
stem from what happened in your early years?stem from what happened in your early years?

Flavia Amadeu:Flavia Amadeu: My mother was always involved in volunteer work and it became
part of my education. This made me to interact with people of all ages living
distinct and difficult realities. However, there was something that made me feel
uneasy at times. It was a paternalist idea of "helping"without really changing
anything, which is very common in Brazil. I began then to think of how i could
contribute to promote positive changes and how design could be a means for
that. 

Ogunte: Where can people find your creations?Ogunte: Where can people find your creations?

Flavia AmadeuFlavia Amadeu: I sell online www.flaviaamadeu.com and in galleries, boutiques
and sustainable shops in Brazil in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Porto Alegre and
Brasília. At the moment I have a brand representing me in Australia and New
Zealand called Purple Mango. I am always seeking other sales opportunities.
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Flavia Amadeu

Ogunte: How does your world look like in 2030?Ogunte: How does your world look like in 2030?

Flavia AmadeuFlavia Amadeu: I dream that many communities in the Amazon rainforest are
living comfortably and sustainably from rubber production and other natural
resources. I hope I can facilitate this process in the years ahead.

I’d like my brand to be well recognized in sustainable design and will expand to
many more products, all of which are harvested sustainably in the rainforest and
elsewhere. By 2030, I wish to own protected land in the rainforest.

Visit Flavia's website www.flaviaamadeu.com
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Okocha Nkem | Mamamoni

If you travel to Nigeria, you need to discover Okocha Nkem'sIf you travel to Nigeria, you need to discover Okocha Nkem's
brainchild, Mamamoni, a FinTech social enterprise thatbrainchild, Mamamoni, a FinTech social enterprise that
empowers poor rural and urban slum women with freeempowers poor rural and urban slum women with free
vocational and nancial skills, as well as mobile loans.vocational and nancial skills, as well as mobile loans.
Mamamoni's web platformMamamoni's web platform enables socially conscious enables socially conscious
individuals to lend disadvantaged women money to fund theirindividuals to lend disadvantaged women money to fund their
businesses.businesses.
Ogunte: Who are you Ochoka?Ogunte: Who are you Ochoka?

Okocha NkemOkocha Nkem: I am the founder of Mamamoni. Due to my life experience, I have
learnt to be diligent and focused, and it has helped me become the woman I am
today. I believe no woman deserves to be poor. If a woman is educated and
economically empowered she can make the right choices concerning her health,
business, children’s education and welfare. So my mission in life is to help poor
women - one at a time - kick poverty out of their life by impacting them with
relevant skills and tools.

Ogunte: What have you achieved so far?Ogunte: What have you achieved so far?

Ogunte
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Okocha Nkem | Mamamoni

Okocha NkemOkocha Nkem: We have been able to empower almost 4000 women with free
vocational and nancial skills. We have helped 50 low-income women break
barriers associated with accessing nance by providing loans to help them fund
their businesses. We have been able to innovate and leverage on technology by
upgrading our web platform to enable people lend more poor women money.

I started hawking shampoo for a company in major markets in Lagos

Ogunte: How is your eagerness to be involved as a social entrepreneurOgunte: How is your eagerness to be involved as a social entrepreneur
stem from what happened earlier on in your life?stem from what happened earlier on in your life?

Okocha Nkem:Okocha Nkem: I started Mamamoni due to my experience as a young girl. I lost
my father 18 years ago. Family members promised to help with our feeding and
education, but they failed on their promise. 

My mum did not have skills or a business, so it was a big challenge getting school
fees and feeding in the home. A family friend came to visit and gave my mum some
cash. She used that money to go start a small business, by going to a bush market
to buy vegetables, so she could sell in our neighborhood. This helped a little, but
we still needed more money in the house. My elder brother had to forgo his
admission into the university to go look for a job. 

I started hawking shampoo for a company in major markets in Lagos, I also
became a house help to raise funds for my education. I later got admitted into the
higher institution but payment of fees and feeding was a struggle till I nished.
After I graduated I was fortunate to get a job in the bank as a note counter. That's
how I started working in banking. At the same time, I attended part-time school to
get my B.SC in Banking and Finance. I resigned in 2012 and saw the high level of
women living in poverty in the community where I stayed, so in 2013 I took the little
fund I had, I printed iers, went out into the streets, church, market to invite
women to come learn for free skills that could help them generate an income to
feed and educate their children. I later started going to other communities to help
their women also.

Ogunte
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Okocha Nkem | Mamamoni

Ogunte: What is in the pipeline for Mamamoni?Ogunte: What is in the pipeline for Mamamoni?

Okocha Nkem:Okocha Nkem: Our current partnership with the United States Consulate in
Lagos, has helped us impact 100 women monthly, through our trainings many of
the women who were idle are now diligently engaged in small businesses, and 23
of them were given grants through another partnership with a nancial
organization to help fund their businesses.

We are currently seeking more partnerships from local and international
organizations so we can help more women, because we get requests almost
weekly to come to di erent communities, but due to funding we have not been
able to honour most of these invitations.

No woman chooses to be poor, but we can choose to help poor women by investing
in them

Ogunte: What questions do people never ask you wish they did?Ogunte: What questions do people never ask you wish they did?

 What gives you the strength to go on?
 Do you have enough to train more women?
 How do you cope with transportation to the different communities you go to?
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OgunteOgunte : On hindsight, what advice would you give yourself if you were starting
today?

 Be bold
 Enjoy life's journey
 Start early

Visit Mamamoni's website: www.mamamoni.org

Sara Calvo, founder of Sara Calvo, founder of Living in MincaLiving in Minca is a a rm believer of is a a rm believer of
"Buen Vivir", the indigenous social philosophy "Buen Vivir", the indigenous social philosophy that focuses onthat focuses on
social, environmental and spiritual wealth versus materialsocial, environmental and spiritual wealth versus material
wealth. This is what she transmits through her lms, herwealth. This is what she transmits through her lms, her
conversations with social entrepreneurs and her teachingconversations with social entrepreneurs and her teaching
work all over the world.work all over the world.

Ogunte: Who are you Sara, and how do you support women socialOgunte: Who are you Sara, and how do you support women social
entrepreneurs?entrepreneurs?
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Sara Calvo | Living in Minca

Sara Calvo:Sara Calvo: I am an adaptable nomad. My roots are inside of me.  Living in Minca
was founded in 2012 with the objective of showcasing inspiring social enterprise
initiatives and social entrepreneurs worldwide throughout research, lms and
blogs. I have visited more than 100 organisations in around 25 countries over the
last three years. I think that my biggest impact is being able to provide the
opportunity to (1) speak out and (2) share the stories of many women social
entrepreneurs eager to tell the world that indi erently of their social
backgrounds, ethnicities, faiths or age, there is only one purpose, being a
changemaker. From my perspective, championing such exceptional individuals
will enable others to contribute to our society. 

Ogunte: How does your eagerness to be involved as a socialOgunte: How does your eagerness to be involved as a social
entrepreneurs’ supporter stem from what happened in your early years?entrepreneurs’ supporter stem from what happened in your early years?

Sara Calvo: Sara Calvo: I believe that individual’s passions are determined by personal
experiences. Although my upbringing was not unique, I argue it was very unusual.
My parents are travellers. I grew up in a caravan, travelling with my parents
around Spain. Most of the time, I was either travelling or based at the local
boarding school, where I was enrolled since I was 4 years old. At the school, I
learnt about the importance of collectivism and teamwork. Sharing was not an
option, it was a duty to maintain the status quo of our little society. Everyone’s
family contributes to one’s personality in the future! In my case, I have seen how
being ‘social’ was not only about charitable behaviour, but it was about providing
opportunities.

Generally speaking, fun fairs can be a really peculiar eldwork, brotherhood and
innovation are essential to survive; in essence in our society there is a tendency
to exclude travellers or people who live out of it! Hence, values such as inclusion,
equality and brotherhood were not taught, but they were 100% experienced.
Undoubtedly, acquiring such values through my childhood’s experiences have
triggered o  the passion of transforming society and therefore encouraged me to
be part of the social enterprise movement.
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Sara Calvo | Living in Minca

Ogunte: What is it  that you are doing differently?Ogunte: What is it  that you are doing differently?

Sara CalvoSara Calvo: Living in Minca supports ‘invisible’ grassroots social enterprises
around the world. As an academic/consultant/research initiative we are very
thorough. We have a profound understanding of the social enterprise sector,
forged by years of cutting edge research, academic credentials, frequent and
intense travelling and the audiovisual documentation of all the above mentioned.
We are not arm-chaired researchers! We are ethnographers by all means. We
understand the complexity and depth of the subject by experience rather by a
mere intellect. By utilising media, our research is available to all: you don't need a
social science degree to access our findings!

Ogunte: How does your world look like in 2030?Ogunte: How does your world look like in 2030?

Sara CalvoSara Calvo: I see a more conscious society when it comes about consumption,
environment and poverty. I see a world where the “sharing economy”- and with
that I include social enterprises- will overthrow some of the biggest companies
that are now controlling the planet. I see a world where more and more people
take on the responsibility for preserving our nature and where the indigenous
principle of “Buen Vivir”, which focuses on social, environmental and spiritual
wealth versus material wealth, has gained popularity among citizens.
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Sara Calvo | Living in Minca

Discover the magnificient world of Minca here.the magnificient world of Minca here.
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Sandra Schembri | House of St Barnabas

Sandra Schembri is the Chief Encouragement O cer at Sandra Schembri is the Chief Encouragement O cer at TheThe
House of St BarnabasHouse of St Barnabas, a charity pledging to halt the cycle of, a charity pledging to halt the cycle of
homelessness.homelessness.
Their Employment Academy o ers accredited quali cations, work experience in
the not-for-pro t private members' club, available on site, real job opportunities
and mentoring to help the people they support back into lasting work.

Sandra is also a lover of sci- , things on two wheels with or without engines, and a
beat she can dance to... 

Ogunte:Ogunte: What is your most insightful impact story at the House of St Barnabas?

Sandra Schembri:Sandra Schembri: The house of St Barnabas is a living, learning experiment in
how business and non-pro t can work in harmony to produce magic that changes
people’s lives.

Brave doesn’t begin to describe the people who join our programme. The work
they do in discovering about themselves, where they are now and why they do
what they do and then being open to changes in order to move forward to their
version of success is humbling.
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Sandra Schembri | House of St Barnabas

A young man who was one of our stars started to become sporadic in attendance
half-way through eventually dropping o  and it was only a few months later we
found out why.

He was living with his parents on their sofa and they seemed to have struggled
with his choice to want change in his life and they started to sabotage him in small
but e ective ways. This culminated in hiding his phone (which he was using as his
alarm) so that he was late and also had no way of making contact.

He made the decision to leave his parents and present himself as homeless
knowing that as a single male the wait is long but there is support.

He was able to understand that their underlying motives were fear and shame
and not hatred of him as it was coming out. As a young man, to be able to see this
and have to step away from your own family must have been so hard.

He went on to move in to work and it now doing well for himself, even though there
were other bumps along the road.

Ogunte: How do the Members’ club and the employment training andOgunte: How do the Members’ club and the employment training and
mentoring scheme overlap… do members and trainees meet? mentoring scheme overlap… do members and trainees meet? 

Sandra SchembriSandra Schembri: Very much so, the people on our programme are part of the
club team after 3 weeks as they are gaining experience within the club. Our
members are our biggest ratio of mentors that support our programme
participants for at least 1 year after graduation.

We also invite graduates to take part in events that we host within the club so they
and the members get to meet each other on an equal footing.

Ogunte: How do you manage to successfully grow the House of StOgunte: How do you manage to successfully grow the House of St
Barnabas?Barnabas?
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Sandra Schembri | House of St Barnabas

1. Social Finance: Charity Bank
2. A board who understood and was prepared to take risks
3. To surround myself with doers with so much optimism that we never once

thought it would fail as we believed in the idea.
4. I asked for forgiveness rather than permission

Ogunte: What do you know now that you wished you had known from theOgunte: What do you know now that you wished you had known from the
beginning?beginning?

Sandra SchembriSandra Schembri: That there is always something to ll your time with a start up
project that you are emotionally invested in so take the chance to see your friends
and family when you have it.

You are never done, you are just done for now and that’s ok.

OgunteOgunte : What questions do your members never ask you, you wished they: What questions do your members never ask you, you wished they
did…did…

Sandra SchembriSandra Schembri: Not much as they are such a brilliantly curious bunch they ask
us so many things so much of the time. Maybe "Can I introduce you to Barack
Obama?" That would be a nice question that I already know the answer to.

Ogunte: Do gender issues come into the picture at House of St Barnabas?Ogunte: Do gender issues come into the picture at House of St Barnabas?
If yes… what comes up?If yes… what comes up?

Sandra SchembriSandra Schembri: We wanted to always be a club with an equal gender split and
we not only managed it but have maintained it, no small feat in the world of clubs.
We have also managed this within the people we support in the Employment
Academy (we started with a 80/20 male female split for the first two years).

Ogunte: How is your eagerness to be involved as a social entrepreneurOgunte: How is your eagerness to be involved as a social entrepreneur
stem from what happened in your early years?stem from what happened in your early years?
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Sandra Schembri | House of St Barnabas

Sandra SchembriSandra Schembri: I think quite a bit on re ection. I was lucky to be a part of the
social mobility movement in the 70’s. My education was not great but I was given
access to music and music school, support in after-school clubs and with the
costs of university and from then on, the world became a much bigger place, full of
opportunities that today are there to many kids growing up on the same estate I
did. People need to be shown proof that not only are there doors of opportunity
for them but they will have the chance and shown the skills to get to go through
them. That is how I hope our support here helps.

Ogunte: If  you were not doing what you are doing now, what otherOgunte: If  you were not doing what you are doing now, what other
business or activity would you be contributing to…?business or activity would you be contributing to…?

Sandra Schembri:Sandra Schembri: If it was today I would love to be the number two to Sadiq
Khan. What an amazing opportunity to a ect real positive change in so many
Londoners lives.

Ogunte : Ogunte : You are running fab events that support the social enterpriseYou are running fab events that support the social enterprise
sector. If  nothing was in the way, what would be your ideal unconferencesector. If  nothing was in the way, what would be your ideal unconference
line up?line up?

 Michelle Morgan from Livity
 Indy Johar
 Frances Morris (Director Tate)
 Paul Polman (Unilever)
 Claire Fox (Institute of Ideas)
 Sir Ronald Cohen
 Clare Lynch (Belu Water)
 Grayson Perry
 Akram Khan (Dancer)
 Sadiq Khan (I'd want someone with power to make some of the ideas a reality)
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Chinwe Ohajuruka | Comprehensive Design Services 

Ogunte: How does your world look like in 2030?Ogunte: How does your world look like in 2030?
 We are supporting over 1000 people a year into work
 There is a HoSB club and employment academy in Brighton, Manchester, two
in Scotland, Paris, New York and San Francisco.
 Some of my team have moved on and set up ground breaking social
businesses on their own and are ourishing changing the world
(remembering to see their friends on their journey)
 We have a HoSB dog called Barnie who is also a therapy dog for the local
over 60s residents.

Visit the House of St Barnabas' website.

 is the founder and CEO of is the founder and CEO of ComprehensiveComprehensive
Design ServicesDesign Services (CDS) – an innovative organisation dedicated (CDS) – an innovative organisation dedicated
to improving the lives of to improving the lives of millionsmillions of Nigerians through of Nigerians through
affordable green housing.affordable green housing.
Sustainable designs and renewable technologies are central to CDS’s mission of
social transformation. They strive to bring dignity, privacy, and opportunities to
many living in poverty.

Ogunte: What kind of a leader are you, Chinwe?Ogunte: What kind of a leader are you, Chinwe?    

Chinwe OhajurukaChinwe Ohajuruka
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Chinwe Ohajuruka | Comprehensive Design Services

Chinwe:Chinwe: I am a leader that believes in constantly raising other leaders. I push my
team as hard as they can go while encouraging them to take on more
responsibilities and think outside the box. I force them to blow through barriers
and I try to balance the responsibility I am putting on others with authority for
effective implementation. 

Ogunte: What is your 3-point plan to create a sustainable future?  Ogunte: What is your 3-point plan to create a sustainable future?  

Ch in we : Ch in we : Ensure my enterprise remains environmentally responsive, socially
inclusive and nancially viable by constantly learning, enlarging my networks and
engaging more with governments, political and financial organizations . 

Ogunte: ScalingOgunte: Scaling up an idea presents huge challenges. What are theup an idea presents huge challenges. What are the
greatest obstacles you are facing right now at CDS?greatest obstacles you are facing right now at CDS?    

Chinwe: Chinwe: A ordable housing is one of the world’s greatest needs and yet, it is also
one of the world’s greatest challenges! Having built an enterprise around
providing affordable green housing, I fully understand why!

To be commercially viable, sustainable housing construction requires land,
nance, labour, technical know-how, and scale. It thrives in an enabling

environment where there is government cooperation, suitable policy, and good
infrastructure. All of these are in scarce supply in the regions that need the
housing the most, so making the stars align is a constant uphill struggle!

Housing provision requires great capital expenditure for construction and
mortgage nance. We are constantly battling to nd the kind of patient capital
that will allow the marginalized and under-served the opportunity for home
ownership. 

Ogunte: How have you developed in confidence over the years? Ogunte: How have you developed in confidence over the years?    

Chinwe: Chinwe: I have developed con dence over the years by trusting God absolutely,
learning from past mistakes and taking on challenges that are bigger than me…
and succeeding in many (not all)!
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Ogunte: How do you seek to combat gender inequality in your everydayOgunte: How do you seek to combat gender inequality in your everyday
life?life?

Chinwe: Chinwe: I seek to combat gender inequality by simply doing what I am passionate
about, and doing it as well as I can. I operate in the largely male-dominated eld
of construction. I try to recruit female team members and hire female consultants
at every opportunity.

Ogunte: How do business and social action t together in your mind?Ogunte: How do business and social action t together in your mind?
Have you always held this opinion, or has your thinking changed sinceHave you always held this opinion, or has your thinking changed since
you started out?you started out?    

To make this world a better place, we all need to do good. To be able to thrive on this
planet, we have to do well. The challenge is to do good while doing well at the same
time.

Chinwe: Chinwe: I have always believed that, as a professional, I need to render good
service, pro tably. Now, as a social entrepreneur, I am struggling to render
socially impactful service pro tably. It’s not as easy, but with determination,
commitment, and innovation, it is possible.

Sometimes, it is di cult to remain compassionate and true to the cause of
uplifting the under-served and marginalized, especially when you do not have the
resources and eco-systems to support your vision.

Ogunte: What obstacles do you face in trying to get your business betterOgunte: What obstacles do you face in trying to get your business better
known and visible?known and visible?    

Chinwe: Chinwe: My greatest challenges are not necessarily getting better known and
visible but the follow up: what happens afterwards?  Mostly, nothing! A ordable
housing is not a topic that many people necessarily want to get involved in,
because it is a huge problem that even governments have a hard time tackling.
So, there are too many entrepreneurs like myself trying to get a piece of the pie in
that space!
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"Reach out to other social entrepreneurs, ask for help and toot your
horn!"
Ogunte: Have you ever felt  isolated on your journey as a socialOgunte: Have you ever felt  isolated on your journey as a social
entrepreneur? If so, how did you break out of that and reconnect?entrepreneur? If so, how did you break out of that and reconnect?    

Chinwe: Chinwe: I have certainly felt isolated on my journey as a social entrepreneur. I still
feel lonely sometimes. I try toregularly reach out to other social entrepreneurs to
share experiences . I also attend conferences and enter competitions to meet
like-minded people on similar journeys.

Ogunte: If  you could travel back in time to when you were starting out onOgunte: If  you could travel back in time to when you were starting out on
your entrepreneurial journey and have a 5-minute conversation withyour entrepreneurial journey and have a 5-minute conversation with
yourself , what would you say?yourself , what would you say?    

Chinwe: If  Chinwe: If  I I could could travel travel back back in in t ime, t ime, I I would would te l l te l l myself myself t o t o ge t ge t o u t o u t therethere
and and network network more. Engage many more people with my vision and do notmore. Engage many more people with my vision and do not
be too hesitant, proud or shy to ask for help when I need it . I would alsobe too hesitant, proud or shy to ask for help when I need it . I would also
encourage myself not to be too modest and to toot my horn every step ofencourage myself not to be too modest and to toot my horn every step of
the way to garner more interest in and appreciation of what it  is i amthe way to garner more interest in and appreciation of what it  is i am
trying to do! trying to do! 

Visit Comprehensive Design Services' website.
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